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Abstract. This paper presents GDoM, a multilevel security document manager. GDoM 
is an application that offers to diversely cleared users, secure services to store, consult, 
manage and transfer classified information. It relies on a specific Unix kernel, a mul
tilevel network and a particular machine (M2S: Machine for Multilevel Security) which 
enforce a complete multilevel security of their data and their processes. This multilevel 
security makes it possible to enforce a complete security inside an untrusted applica
tion like GDoM. 
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1 Introduction 

Multilevel security has aroused a lot of works. Most of them concern the creation of new 
hardware [8, 11], new operating system kernels or the definition of new security models [3,7] 
but few are the works which specify application running on these new systems. Apart from 
databases that can be considered similar to particular systems ratheJ' than simple applica
tions, there are few multilevel applications. This is also the case in classified document man
agement which is yet the main multilevel application domain. 

Above a system which enforces the complete multilevel security of its data and its proc
esses including the control of storage and timing channels, a multilevel document manager 
called GDoM (Gestionnaire de Document Multiniveau) has been specified and implement
ed. The basic idea was to realize an application which has almost the same functionalities as 
SERCUS [9,10] plus some others (network services, automatic downgrading) but which 
avoids complex mechanisms (process downgrading) and non secure operations (classified 
document registering in public list). This work permits to verify that the system mechanisms 
are sufficient to implement a multilevel security application and shows how they can be 
used to realize secure complex operations. 
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The section §2 briefly reviews the system components. The description of GDoM is giv
en in section §3 and section §4 presents security policies enforced by the application. Finally 
section §5 argues how the multilevel security can be obtained for the untrusted GDoM ap
plication. 

2 System overview 

The system, presented in Fig. 1 comprises three components which are a specific ma
chine M2S, a network and an UNIX operating system. For each of them its characteristics 
are briefly explained in order to introduce GDoM functionalities and implementation. 

Application 1 

Fig.l. System's organization 

2.1 M2s 

M2S (Machine for Multilevel Security) [2] is a specific machine specified and built at 
ONERA1-CERT2 which enforces a complete security of its data and its processes. Its archi
tecture ensues from the interpretation at hardware layer of a security model [4,7] which de
fines the security in terms of causal dependency control. This model takes account of both 
direct and indirect information flows consisting in storage and timing covert channels. It de
fines that the value of an object of Ievell must only depend on values of objects whose levels 
are dominated by l. 

In MZS, causal dependency controls have been directly implemented at hardware level. 
A security processor controls each access realized by a classical processor (which executes 
user software, kernel and operating system) to any system resource (memory ])lock, disk 
block, peripherals, other process, ... ). The resource reservation in time is also controlled by 
the security processor. This architecture enforces the complete security of data and process
es involved by the system avoiding storage and timing covert channel. These hardware 
mechanisms and the software that makes it possible to use them, compose the Security Sub
System (SSS) which is similar to the TCB3 concept [6]. This SSS is filled in grey in Fig. 1. 

1. Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales 

2. Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Toulouse 

3. Trusted Computing Base 
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2.2 Network 

The system also comprises a special multilevel security network that performs commu
nications between several M2S preserving the security. This network described in [1] is a 
time and level multiplexed network whose accesses and time slot reservations are controlled 
by the security processor inside the SSS. According to causal dependency rules of the secu
rity model, it only allows the communications from a sender to a receiver when the receiv
er's level dominates the sender's one. Thus, in full-duplex exchanges, it only allows 
communications between subjects having the same security level. 

2.3 UNIX operating system 

A speCial UNIX operating system [2] has been developed to make the system resource 
use possible. It offers both the same services as classical UNIX and special ones which take 
account of special M2S behaviour and functionalities. In particular multilevel structures as 
files, processes and communication channels have been implemented. For instance, classi
cal UNIX structures have been improved with multilevel files [5] which store multilevel in
formation inside single entity usable like regular UNIX file. 

3 GDoM overview 

The next section focuses on the GDoM components. Purposely, they are described at the 
application abstraction level . Therefore GDoM functionalities are presented as they are 
seen by the users and not as they are really enforced. Real enforcement will be described 
later in section §5. 

GDoM prime components are: its library which contains information and its manager 
who maintains the library security and consistency. 

3.1 Library 

s 

folder 

~~Jf'u 
U drawer 

Fig. 2. Library organization example 

GDoM stores the information of the users in its library. This one comprises several en
tities which constitute a hierarchy. It is structured according to some constraints, called or
ganization constraints, which define entity nesting order (page in document and no page in 
drawer for instance). 
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Being a multilevel library, each entity has a security level. This level is set either by the 
application itself or by users respecting some specific security constraints (see §4). 

Fig. 2 depicts five kinds of entities: drawers, cards, folders, documents and pages. There 
are two other ones not presented here which are desks and mailboxes. The organization con
straints are the following: 

• drawer~ {card} 

• desk~ {card} 

• mail box ~ {card} 

• card ~@ folder 

• folder ~ {document} ~ {page} 

Notations: 

3.1.1 Page 

t- represents "contain" relation. 
~@represents "reference to" relation. 
{} corresponds to a set of entities. 

The pages contain the information stored by the users. Read or modify any information 
stored in the library is done by accessing the pages. They are stored in a document whose 
classification defines their own classification. Being created at secret level (at document lev
el), their existence and their contents could only be known at this level. 

3.1.2 Document 

The documents contain several pages created by one or several users. All the pages of a 
document have same classification as its own level. This document classification is chosen 
by users at its creation time and can be decreased later by a downgrading action (see §3.3). 
Their creation is made at public level. So their existence is known at public level but their 
contents (pages) is only known at level equal to their classification. Here it appears a major 
difference between GDoM and SERCUS in which documents are created at secret level, 
downgraded and made accessible by putting their reference in a public list. GDoM cannot 
proceed like this since writing a secret reference on a public list at a secret level is absolutely 
forbidden by M2S which discards all write-down operation (see §2.1). So GDoM creates 
first the secret document at public level and after it uses it to store the pages. 

3.1.3 Folder 

The folders collect variously classified documents in a same entity. Folders are public 
entities whose existence and characteristics are managed at public level but they contain 
classified documents. 

3.1.4 Card 
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A card is associated with every folder. When a user creates a new folder, he obtains a 
card that will constitute the only way to reach this folder. However this card cannot be con
sidered as a capability since it is not used to enforce the security. Like reference in the CDR 
(Classified Document Register) of SERCUS, it is merely used as a ticket designating a fold
er. Users can create several copies of a card. The only way to destroy all of them is to destroy 
the corresponding folder. Cards are public entities. 

3.1.5 Common drawer 

They contain cards accessible by all the users. They are created and destroyed by users 
themselves and have public classification. 

3.1.6 Desk 

Every user has his private desk. He can use it to keep cards of his private folders like the 
cupboard of the SERCUS application. Like drawers, desks have public classification. 

3.1.7 Mailbox 

Like desk, every user has its private mailbox. Inside it, he receives the cards sent from 
other users. It may be used to transmit privately a card from one user to another one. It has 
also a public classification. 

3.2 Librarian 

GDoM does not give the opportunity to the users to act directly on library entities. To 
organize, store, find, read or modify them, users must submit an action request to the library 
manager (librarian) which charges of realizing it. Before the librarian controls that this ac
tion: 

• keeps a coherent hierarchy according to the organization constraints. 
• does not break the information security (see §4). 

From the control results, the librarian refuses or accepts to realize the action. In the latter 
case he realizes it in such a way that it could not give a new library state where the hierarchy 
tree would be inconsistent (according to organization constraints) or where the information 
security would not be preserved. For example, he can decide to return an incomplete folder 
where he only leaves the documents (and so pages) accessible by the requester (documents 
with a classification level dominated by his clearance level). 

3.3 Actions 

Among all the actions there are: 
• functions which modify library hierarchy (create, delete, rename, move and copy var

ious entities). 

• functions which permit to travel through this hierarchy. They are used to reach the 
pages (use a card to obtain folder, open a folder to obtain its documents, open a doc
ument to reach pages and then take a page to read or modify its information). 
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• special functions used to send information to another user (send a card), to edit page 
contents or to modify security characteristics bound with every library entities (au
tomatic or immediate downgrading of the wlwle pages stored in a document, defini
tion of the entity manager). 

Below these special functions are described. The whole GDoM actions are listed in §7. 

3.3.1 Sending a card 

A user can send a card to another user that receives it in his own mailbox. With this card, 
the receiver can reach the corresponding folder. The sender and the receiver can be either in 
the same library or in remote ones. In the latter case, the sender does not need to know the 
receiver host since it is resolved by the librarian in conversing with other remote librarians. 

When sender and receiver are in two remote libraries, the librarians exchange the card 
and also a copy of the folder referenced by the sent card. This transfer is necessary to make 
it possible to reach the folder. Librarians deal with library information security and so they 
achieve this unavoidable exchange in such a way that it can break information security nei
ther during the exchange nor after. For instance, they can refuse to transfer some folder doc
uments when destination library is not protected enough to ensure their complete security. 

3.3.2 Page edition 

Page information can be edited (read and/or modified) by users. This edition is achieved 
inside an ad hoc editor which can cut, copy and paste part of the page contents. It can also 
import information stored in another page. To maintain data security and to avoid invalid 
information flows, any modifications are constrained by precise conditions (same level for 
user and page, modification allowed by the page creator). 

3.3.3 Automatic or immediate downgrading of a document 

A user may modify the security characteristics bound with documents. This modifica
tion may be done on documents and on pages but they cannot in any way affect character
istics set by the application itself (drawer or card public classification). In particular users 
may reduce the classification of the information. This downgrading request acts on the 
whole pages stored in a document and it is activated either at a chosen date (automatic down
grading) or immediately (immediate downgrading). 

The downgrading changes the value of the information level so that some users obtain 
the right to access them. So the system superuser (Security Officer) whose role is to realize 
the real downgrading of system entities (and so also GDoM entities) must first determine 
whether the request comes from requester user or from a mimic one (Trojan Horse for ex
ample). Indeed such a subject can forge a request in order to gain the access to the document 
information. 

So the librarian transmits all the downgrading request to the Security Officer. This one 
directly contacts the requester to determine whether he bas done the request itself or not. 
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With acknowledgement, the Security Officer seals the document in read only in order to 
avoid its modification before he realizes the real downgrading. Indeed even in immediate 
downgrading, the level decreasing is not processed just after the request. This takes a little 
time since the Security Officer must first determine whether he can really reduce the level 
of the document information or not. 

3.4 A little presentation 

GDoM has been implemented in C language on a Sun4 workstation which executes an 
emulator. This one simulates the specific functioning of the mls Unix kernel and it offers the 
same functionalities as the mls network architecture. This simulation being absolutely faith
ful, it will be very simple to transfer the program from Sun4 to the real machine. So far it 
was not pOssible since there did not be the same possibilities on both machines in particular 
concerning X-Window functionalities. Indeed, GDoM needs a trusted mechanism (trusted 
acknowledgement or trusted X hardware) which makes it possible to create classified win
dows. 

GDoM proposes a set of windows which permit to manage and consult the library infor
mation. In each of them there are some common characteristics. Entities appear in the form 
of iconics, actions in the form of buttons and users submit action request through the mouse, 
clicking on corresponding button and selecting the target iconic. Librarian realizes or denies 
it then he modifies window display or prints error. 

As depicted in Fig. 3, there are two kinds of windows. On the left, the main window 
which permits to manage (create, destroy, rename and so on) drawers, cards, folders and 
documents and offers the possibility to travel through the library as far as documents. On 
the right, the edit window where the users may perform page management of one document 
and its read/modification inside an ad hoc editor. Librarian creates a new edit window for 
each new document opening. 
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Fig. 3. Main window (on the left) and edit window (on the right) 
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4 GDoM security 

The librarian checks the accesses to the library. In fact he achieves two kinds of security 
policies: a multilevel security and an embryonic discretionary security. The former is en
forced by the SSS controls on which GDoM application relies and the latter is exclusively 
performed by the librarian itself. These two security policies are presented below. 

4.1 Multilevel security 

The librarian can enforce confidentiality and integrity of the information stored in the 
library according to entity classification and user habilitation. The librarian achieves this 
mandatory security since it is an application that runs on a system (M2 S arui network) that 
keeps it from violating this security. The information flow controls performed by the SSS 
can be interpreted at GDoM abstraction level to bring out the GDoM multilevel security pol
icy. Users can only obtain or transmit information (constituting information flow controlled 
by the SSS) by reading, modifying or sending entity value. So from these three kinds of ac
tions, the following GDoM multilevel security policy can be obtained: 

Let E be the set of library entities (drawers, cards, folders, documents arui pages). 

Let U be the set of users that are known by the librarian. 

Let Lbe the set of levels used in the system. To simplify L = { U (unclassified), C(con
fidential), S (secret), TS (top secret)} without any categories. 

Let lev : E u U --7 L be the security level of an entity or a user. 

Let "to domine" be the order relation defined on L written '~" arui "is dominated 
by" inverse relation written "~" e.g. TS ~ S ~ C ~ U. 

For each access (read, modification or seruiing) of ue U to ee E, the three following 
properties must be verified : 
Read-down pro.perty : 

Modify-equal property : 
Send-equal property : 

lev(u) ~lev( e) 

lev( u )=lev( e) 

ifu readse 

ifu modifies e 
lev(u)=lev(e) ifu sends e 

Section §5.3.2 will explain how it is possible to send a card (public classification) and 
the corresponding folder which contains various classified documents without breaking the 
third property or how GDoM may modify a classified page at public level without infringing 
the second. 

4.2 Embryonic discretionary security 

In addition to multilevel security, librarian ensures another kind of security that does not 
rely on levels. In this discretionary security the users may define which other users may ac
cess entities according to the role which they play in the application. There are two kinds of 
possible roles: the object creator and the other ones. This security is said embryonic because 
it is very simple and in particular because it does not take account of grant operation control 
policy. There are rules that define whether an action is allowed or not on an entity according 
to the requester's role (creator or others). Discretionary security only controls critical ac-
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tions like folder or page destruction, document downgrading request or page modification. 
To achieve this, each document and page contains some extra parameters that specify what 
role may realize these special actions. These extra parameters are: 

• creator user name (on pages & documents). 
• entity manager (on pages & documents). 
• entity destructor (on pages & documents). 
• edit mode (on pages only). 

The rules that constitute the discretionary security policy of GDoM are presented in the 
next sections. 

4.2.1 Creator nser name 

This is the name of the user who creates the entity. It is initialized once at time of entity 
creation and cannot be modified. 

4.2.2 Entity manager 

It defines the role allowed to change entity destructors, to change page edit mode and to 
request automatic or immediate downgrading of a document. It is only set by the entity cre
ator and can take "creator only" or "all users" values. 

Let A be the set of all actions and req :A ~ U the users name who requests an ac
tion. 
Let D and P be subsets of E corresponding to documents and pages respectively. 
Let creat : D u P~ U be the entity creator and mngr : D u P ~ { creator,all} the 
entity manager. 
The discretionary security control rules can be defined as a set of preconditions that 
must be verified before the librarian realizes an action : 
Action Preconditions 
a= dejine_manager(e,m) e e D uP 

a= request_downgrading(d,l) 

4.2.3 Entity destructor 

and me { creator,all} 
and req(a) = creat(e) 

·and 
and 
and 

deD 
le L 
l < lev(d) 
req(a) = creat(d) 
or mn~r(d) = "all" 

It defines the users who may destroy the entity. It is set by the entity manager and can 
take two different values: "creator" or "all". 
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Let dest : D u P -t { creator,all } be the users allowed to destroy a document or a 
page. 
Action 
a = define_destructor( e,d) 

a = destroy( e) 

4.2.4 Edit mode 

Preconditions 

and 
and 

and 

eEDuP 
d E [ creator,all } 
req(a) = creat(e) 
or mngr(e) = "all" 
eEDuP 
req(a) = creat(e) 
ordest(e)= "all" 

It defines the edit mode allowed on a page. It is set by the page manager and can take 
two values "read only" or "read and modify". Notice that this edit mode which is a param
eter of the discretionary security, is absolutely independent of the accesses allowed by the 
multilevel rules. 

Let emode : P -t {read, modification } be the edit mode allowed on a page and seal 
: P -t {true, false } the boolean specifying whether a page is sealed or not. 
Action 
a = define_editmode(p,em) 

a = modify(p) 

Preconditions 

and 
and 

and 
and 

pEP 
em E {read, modification } 
req( a) = creat(p) 
or mngr(p) = all" 
pEP 
seal(p) =false 
req(a} = creat(p) 
or emode(p) = "modi/" 

In addition to this discretionary policy there is a mechanism by which a user can choose 
the users that may access a folder. This is a consequence of hierarchical tree-like organisa
tion of the library in which cards are the only way to reach folders. A user who creates a 
folder obtains the corresponding card from the librarian. He can store this card either in a 
drawer where all users may take it or in his private desk if he wants to keep it privately. A 
user can also send a copy of a card to another one and so he can give him the right to reach 
the corresponding folder. Thus initially, a user can choose the users allowed to access his 
folder by keeping the card in his private desk and by sending a copy to all of them. Notice 
that after the sending, each user has the same initial right as the creator since he can transmit 
again this right to other users. 

This embryonic discretionary security is only enforced by internal controls of the librar
ian and it does not use any security mechanisms of the kernel as do the multilevel security 
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mechanisms. So it cannot enforce a high security of the entities since it is unprotected 
against Trojan Horse attacks or against direct accesses to UNIX objects containing entities, 
through UNIX operating system calls. 

4.3 Trusted path 

A trusted path is used by the functions which need a direct communication between a 
user and the SSS. By definition it is a trusted channel which achieves communications be
tween two actors with the main property that they speak really with each other without any 
possible mimic. In many cases it is a specialised wire linking on one side the SSS (linked 
itself with security officer console) and on the other side an annex-device (little electronic 
box). On it the user receives messages and he may send commands. Most of the time it con
tains a displayer and a keyboard to achieve full-duplex communication. Being an hardware 
device it cannot be held by a Trojan Horse. 

In GDoM, a trusted path is used by the Security Officer to verify whether a user has done 
a downgrading request or not. So he sends a message to the annex-device of the supposed 
requester which confirms or denies the request through the same path. Thus the Security Of
ficer can obtain the absolute confirmation that the request has been sent from him and not 
from another mimic subject (Trojan Horse). 

Sun4 workstations do not have real annex-device. So we forge a little window to simu
late it (see Fig. 4). 

1!1 Gren0<11lle 

Ccrl'lr~~ U.lblrvrdr.- can~ .. __ 
'"'"'""-... , .. ., . 

Fig. 4. 'Iiusted Path annex-device of GDoM 

5 The system and GDoM 

Now at system abstraction level, GDoM is seen like any other application. There the li
brarian does not enforce security but it is only a pk.ce of binary inside the GDoM applica
tion. Next sections describe the principles of GDoM (or other application) ex~ution and 
implementation above the trusted SSS and untrusted UNIX operating system. In particular 
they explain why GDoM is obliged to enforce multilevel security and how it can realize 
some complex actions which seem to infringe the security policy. 

5.1 GDoM execution 

At time of his logging into the system, the user chooses the level of his session. If this 
level is valid according to his maximum habilitation and the terminal classification, the sys
tem reserves the memory and classified time quantum and launches the UNIX shell process. 
This gives a classified session in which he may execute various applications (including 
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GDoM) or UNIX commands. Each of them, including GDoM, runs at the same level as the 
session one. 

5.2 GDoM/system interaction and multilevel security 

GDoM is an untrusted application (including librarian code) and however it enforces a 
complete multilevel security. The following text argues how this is possible. 

The only way for GDoM to create, delete, modify or access any system object or re
source is through system calls whose are entirely controlled by the SSS. Knowing GDoM 
habilitation which is defined by the session level and object classification (created through 
SSS calls), the SSS is able to verify whether an action is valid or invalid. So GDoM cannot 
realize any action that violate the multilevel security policy even if it contains a Trojan 
Horse. Therefore it may be untrusted. 

Fig. 5 explains why the untrusted librarian can be considered (in §3.2) as enforcing the 
multilevel security of GDoM. Indeed, it contains the whole SSS service calls. Its work is to 
transmit the SSS response (result or rejected) to the user who did the request and so it looks 
as if it realizes the control itself. 

~ 
user 

action on page_l 

Fig. 5. Application/kernel interaction 

5.3 Complex operation realization 

It is absolutely impossible to break the multilevel security. However GDoM realizes 
some complex operations that seem to violate it like sending public cards and classified doc
uments together or reading/modifying page content at public session. Being an untrusted ap
plication, next section describes how it can realize such operations only using allowed 
mechanisms. 

5.3.1 Basic mechanism: the worker 
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In the system, a classified process is allowed to create another c1assified process accord
ing to the following rules: 

• c1assified process may create only processes at the same level. 

• public process may create process with any c1assification dominated by user clear
ance and terminal level. 

The process creation service takes two parameters: the level and the duration of the child 
process. Duration defines after how many time the father may consider that its child is dead. 
This parameter is necessary when the child has an higher level than its father one. Indeed in 
this case the child cannot signal its dead to its father since this signal is discarded by the SSS. 

Classically child processes are called workers. However they are not used as in SERCUS 
where a classified process creates a worker at its level and then downgrades it in order to 
realize some special action. The process downgrading function is very hard to enforce and 
then GDoM never uses it . The previous mechanism is simpler and it is sufficient to realize 
complex operations as it is shown below. 

5.3.2 Sending a card 

Users may send a card to other users. This is only possible in a public session since it 
needs the card insertion in the public level mailbox of the receiver user and so it entails its 
modification. The librarian proceeds three main actions: 

(1) first it searches the host name on which receiver user is logged. For that, it can 
broadcast a request to other remote librarians. 

(2) it transfers the folder content referenced by the card when sender and receiver are 
on remote hosts. To do that the librarians use a particular protocol that achieves 
the transfer of this folder and of its documents and pages. Its principle is to create 
as different workers as there are different level documents in the folder, each of 
them is dealing with the transfer of the documents having its own level (see Fig. 
6). 

. . . Gl) worker process created by GDoM 
fer IS rmposs1ble + process worker creation 

1111111111111111 + read and write on document 

s Uand Chost 

c c 

u u 
Fig. 6. Folder transfer protocol instance 
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Notice that the librarian can only transfer documents whose classification is man
aged by the receiver host. Indeed, this host cannot create the corresponding work
ers and so it cannot realize their exchange. So as it is described in §3.3 the librarian 
cannot transfer a document when the receiver library is not protected enough to 
ensure its protection. 

(3) it inserts the card in the mailbox of the receiver user. 

5.3.3 Reading/modifying a classified page 

GDoM users may read or modify pages whose classification level is dominated by their 
current level. To do that, the librarian creates a worker which displays a window in which it 
is possible to read or modify the page. Either this process has the same level as the page and 
so it may read and modify its information or it has a clearance level strictly dominating the 
page level and it may only read it and never modify it. 

According to the rules which regulate new process creation (see §5.3.1) a public process 
may create workers with diverse level and other level process (dominating public) may only 
create same level workers. Consider an example where a user, with aS maximum clearance, 
executes GDoM in a C session. Process associated with GDoM has thus a C level and there
fore it only may read U pages and read/modify C pages. Consider now, the same user exe
cuting GDoM in U level session. The librarian can then read and modify the U, C and S 
pages using a worker at corresponding level (see Fig. 7). 

(::~===~===~i:~:::) 

--+ 
--+ 
-+ 

worker process created by GDoM 
worker process creation 
read and modify allowed 
read only allowed 

Fig. 7. Read/modify pages protocols 

In the two actions seen above, notice that the public level is the most efficient of all the 
session levels because it means the worker process creation possible. So it will be more in
teresting to execute GDoM in a public session than in a secret one since it will then possible 
to realize numerous public actions (serul card, requesting downgrading arul so on) and also 
to achieve the same functionalities as at secret level. 
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6 Conclusion 

GDoM is a complete realization from specification to implementation of an application 
of a multilevel document manager. Keeping with their absolute security, it allows at vari
ously cleared users to realize the consultation, the modification and the transfer of classified 
information. With almost the same functionalities than SERCUS, the GDoM application 
does not need complex mecbanism as process downgrading and also does not realize actions 
which violate the security policy. Its specification shows how an untrusted application can 
enforce a complete multilevel security of its entities including the control of storage and tim
ing channels when it is built above a well defined SSS. 

Further it could be study how to improve GDoM functionalities or security policies. In 
particular, it will be interesting to extend its embryonic discretionary policy including dy
namic roles and complete management of grant operation, to define private communication 
channel between two users (using cryptographic protocols for example), to enforce critical 
action journalisation or to assure single document transmission. 

7 Annex 

This section gives the complete list of the functions known by the librarians. For each 
action, the level on which it may be realized (ANY= at any leve~ docniv = at document lev
el, ~ docniv = at a level dominating the document level) and its work are described. 

Drawer: create [U] create a new drawer 

Document: 

destroy [U] destroy an empty drawer. 
rename [U] rename a drawer. 
open [ANY] obtain drawer card list 
close [ANY] close current drawer. 

copy [U] put a copy of a card in a drawer. 
move [U] move a card in a drawer. 
send [U] send a card to a user. 
use [ANY] request to obtain folder corresponding to card. 

create [U] create a new folder. Its card is put in user desk 

destroy 
rename 
leave 
create 
destroy 
rename 
open 
close 

[U] 
[U] 
[ANY] 

[U] 
[U] 
[U] 
[ANY] 
[ANY] 

manager [U] 
destructor [U] 
autodown [U] 
downgrading[U] 
take [ANY] 
leave [ANY] 

or in the current drawer. 
destroy a folder and all its cards. 
rename a folder. 
put away a folder. 

create classified document in the folder. 
destroy document 
rename document 
open document and access to its page. 
close document 
define document manager. 
define document destructors. 
request automatic downgrading on document. 
request immediate downgrading on document. 
take a document in folder. 
put away a document in its folder. 



create 
destroy 
rename 
merge 
take 
leave 
manager 
destructor 
edit mode 
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[docniv] create a new page in a document. 
[docniv] destroy page. 
[docniv] rename page. 
[docniv] append information of a page in current page. 
[:?: docniv ]edit page content. 
[:?: docniv ]put away current page in its document. 
[docniv] define page manager. 
[docniv] define page destructor. 
[docniv] define edit mode on page. 
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